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Customers already rely heavily on expert service partners. Yet research shows
that they're missing some desirable and valuable offerings, including mentorship.
Even as they continue to “keep the lights on” across
their infrastructure, IT executives and professionals are
also expected to help their organizations evaluate and
exploit each new wave of technological innovation.
With these advancements happening at such a rapid
pace, IT departments at organizations of all sizes are
struggling to help their companies innovate and disrupt.
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To address this challenge, many companies work with
managed service providers (MSPs) to complement and
enhance the skill sets of their in-house IT staff. In fact,
a recent survey of IT executives reveals that almost all
are using—or intending to use—MSPs to support their
core IT activities.
The survey also identified some potential blind spots
among even the strongest of MSP proponents. For
example, some MSPs have introduced new capabilities
and services—including mentorship alongside
traditional incident and problem management
services—and yet many organizations have yet to
recognize or take advantage of these valuable
offerings.

Going all in with MSPs

To gauge the factors driving organizations to work with
MSPs, IDG Research Services surveyed 50 IT
executives at mid-sized U.S. companies. The results,
as shown in Figure 1, indicate MSPs are already
playing significant roles across all facets of IT
operations, including in high-complexity/high-risk areas
such as security.
In a clear indication of their largely positive
experiences, respondents plan to shift the vast majority
of their IT activities to outside management in the
coming year.

Dealing with hybrid IT challenges

The catalysts driving companies to engage MSPs vary,

but one of the most common needs is for help when
deploying and managing hybrid IT environments.
These environments, which blend on-premises IT
infrastructure with private and/or public cloud
infrastructure, introduce high hurdles that many IT
departments can’t clear on their own.
Indeed, 70% of the respondents agreed with the
statement: “It is difficult to manage, secure, and
integrate infrastructure and applications that span
hybrid IT environments.”
On a related note, 70% also agreed that:
“Technology changes introduced by cloud are so
vast, it is hard for companies to keep up with the
pace of these changes.”
When asked specifically about the challenges
associated with hybrid IT, respondents cited, in order of
priority, eight distinct challenges:

58%

IT maintenance
Managing, securing, and integrating
cloud-based infrastructure
Business demands for IT service delivery
Keeping up with technology trends

44%
44%
42%

Managing IT purchases/shadow IT

42%

Controlling costs

40%

Complexity, including legacy
infrastructure, integration issues
Managing multiple vendors

34%
34%

Beyond traditional MSP roles and
benefits

Given the broad embrace of MSPs among the
respondents, it isn’t surprising to find that they identify a
long list of benefits derived from these partnerships.

IT Operations Currently or Planned to Be Entrusted to MSPs
(Figure 1)

Already using

Consider using

Would not consider

4%

Security

82%

14%

Networking

78%

20%

Backup/disaster recovery/storage

66%

34%

Hosting

66%

34%

Data center infrastructure

64%

30%

6%

End-user support

64%

30%

Collaboration systems

58%

6%

38%

Contact center

56%

42%

2%

4%
2%
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Factors Making Managed Services Attractive
(Figure 2)

Enables IT and business to innovate

Improves performance

Integration of new technology or process

Managing IT complexity

Alignment with business and/or IT strategy

Scalability

Fills in-house IT skills gaps

Ability to expand service levels to 24/7 basis
Access to emerging technology expertise
Efficiency opportunities or gains

Risk mitigation

Improving reliability/reducing downtime

Predictable costs

Live answer/no queues or call backs

Access to mentorship

Based in North America
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However, many of the top perceived MSP benefits,
shown in Figure 2, are really no more than
“table-stakes” requirements.
It’s the benefits cited less frequently that hold high
value. They may find their place near the bottom of this
list because they are new services that most MSPs
simply don’t offer. Increasingly, however, these
relatively uncommon benefits are beginning to emerge
as important MSP differentiators.
Many MSP customers may be resigned to what they
perceive as common limitations. Furthermore, the
respondents may be generally unaware that
non-traditional MSP qualities and services such as
mentorship are now available from selected vendors.
Consider, for example, the fact that only 26% identified
“live answer/no queues or call backs” as an attractive
MSP service. That low score may indicate that
organizations have grown accustomed to long waits for
their MSPs to respond to problems—especially for
customers working with traditional MSPs and large
outsourcers overseas. The adoption of complex hybrid
IT solutions will likely change this calculus, with speed
and agility of the MSP’s problem-response becoming
ever more critical.
An even more glaring disconnect is on the subject of
mentorship. Ideally, these services aim to help
customers get the most out of their investments in both
technology and people. Rather than just fixing
immediate problems, the mentoring MSP shares its
knowledge and insights to help customers:
Accelerate and improve end-user technology
adoption to maximize return on investment
Increase IT agility through process improvement
and automation
Manage operating costs driven by newer,
consumption-based IT delivery models
So why did only 22% of the respondents cite access to
mentorship services as an attractive factor? This low
ranking seems to be more a function of the scarcity of
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mentorship offerings, rather than a disinterest in them.
This theory was proven when respondents were
separately asked to rate their agreement with the
statement: “Companies need a partner who can
serve as a sort of mentor for their ongoing IT
operations.” Nine out of 10 of the respondents
agreed or completely agreed with that statement.
Whether it is help for the hybrid journey or some other
requirement, companies have many needs that go
beyond having an MSP that can respond rapidly to
immediate operational problems. Providers that offer
technical advice and guidance, along with incident and
problem resolution, are starting to push the MSP
function beyond its traditional roles. The addition of
mentorship is proving to be a desirable and valuable
factor in being able to address the full scope of today’s
IT and business needs.

Softchoice pioneers new MSP roles

Founded in 1989, Softchoice is a Toronto-based MSP
with operations in 30 local markets across North
America. With more than 1,600 employees, the
company is one of the largest IT solution and managed
service providers in North America. Softchoice focuses
heavily on helping its customers understand and exploit
disruptive technologies, including the emergence of
hybrid IT environments.
Softchoice’s Managed Services portfolio includes
offerings in networking, security, and wireless; business
communications; traditional data center infrastructure;
and public and private cloud infrastructure. Its
customers not only get immediate access to highly
certified, technical support engineers for incident and
problem resolution, but can also call these same
experts for technology mentorship and best-practice
guidance and advice. In fact, more than 50% of the
calls that come into the Technical Support Center are
requests for mentorship, rather than for problem
resolution.
For further information about Softchoice and its
Managed Services, visit

https://www.softchoice.com/.

